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4

Abstract5

In this research work, it has been analysed that how artificial intelligence can help the project6

managers to manage the work. AI research is basically defined as the research that is done on7

different intelligence agents. It is a device that helps in perceiving the environment and helps8

in taking such actions that increases the chance to attain the goals. The artificial intelligence9

is now used within different fields. One of its finest applications is in the field of project10

management. Project Management AI is basically a system that can administer different11

projects without many resources. It does not require more input or cost. Through using the12

power of artificial intelligence, the tasks can be done automatically. AI also helps in making13

decisions associated with the projects and it helps in identifying the skills and capabilities of14

team members involved within a project. Project Management AI helps in fostering a safer15

environment It also helps in delivering untiring vigilance and objectivity. Moreover, Project16

Management AI is used for the development of an eco-system for managing the knowledge.17

Artificial intelligence provides assistance to project managers in many ways.18

19

Index terms— project managers, artificial intelligence, ecosystem, foster.20

1 Introduction21

omputing technology tends to make the life easier for all of the individuals, it also adds up more convenience to22
all types of processes that else may need human effort and time. Through artificial intelligence (AI) that involves23
the capabilities of decisionmaking and machine learning generally ascribed to humans, this is particularly the24
next step of evolution and underway (a Collaborative et al., 2018). The use of AI has been made to change the25
mundane and repetitive tasks, particularly in different assembly line processes. The development of AI has been26
done for different objectives like for management of cybersecurity concerns, diagnosis of medical conditions and27
in order to track the wildlife. However, the major counterpoint to the revolution of AI is the fear that one day AI28
can even surpass the contributions of humans within the workforce. It can even take such jobs that the individuals29
perform. AI will surely take over most of the time-taking tasks; this will allow the workers to get free and to30
do some other important tasks that cannot be managed by computers. When it comes to project management31
and artificial management, more of the advancements have been made and still much other advancement is on32
the way. Now AI is getting entered into the community of practice of project management and individuals tend33
to have more interest in the given topic. AI is used within different fields; the major field is the field of project34
management. There are number of ways in which AI helps project managers (Chou et al., 2015). The common35
description of AI is basically intelligence that the machines show. From the perspective of project management,36
the machine can actually copy the cognitive functions linked with the project manager’s minds like problem37
solving and decision making. The AI principles are being used in search engines and speech recognition system38
like Siri and Google Search. Self-driven cars make the use of concepts of AI as do the simulation exercises of39
military and networks of content delivery. Now the computers can defeat most of the individuals in strategic40
games like chess. The overall objective of AI is to develop such machinery and computers that can work in the41
best possible way. This needs the usage of optimization strategies, computational intelligence and statistical42
methods. According to Bond and Gasser (2014), the programming for such strategies of AI does not only need43
the interpretation of technology but it also involves the interpretation of neuroscience, linguistics and psychology.44
The question related to the AI’s usage is whether project manager’s mind can be defined precisely so that its45
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7 C) DELIVER UNTIRING OBJECTIVITY AND VIGILANCE

simulation can be done with the help of the techniques as given above. This can be accomplished in some time46
and there is more hope due to the use of faster computers, enhancement in technology of machine learning and47
use of cloud computing. In the given research, it will be analyzed that how AI helps project managers. It is48
important to analyze this particular topic because of the reason that now it is an age of advancement, now49
more of the developments have been done in the field of project management. As the project managers perform50
very important tasks, therefore the tasks of project managers should be done in an efficient way. Within the51
technological era, some techniques have been designed that can help the project managers ??Ziuziaoski et al.,52
2014). Therefore, in this research, the attempt has been made to analyse the assistance provided to project53
managers by AI. In the given research, there are six sections. In the first section it has been analysed that what54
basically project management AI is. It has been analysed through identifying that how Artificial intelligence55
provides assistance in the field of project management. In Section II, a general observation has been made that56
how AI helps the project managers. In Section III, different tools have been analysed that can provide assistance57
to project managers. In Section IV, it has been identified that what are the associated benefits of using the tools58
for project management. In Section V, the outcomes of the assistance have been analysed like how the help of59
AI can increase the productivity of project managers. In Section VI, some of the risks associated with the use of60
AI in project management have been analysed.61

2 II.62

3 Literature Review63

4 Project Management AI64

Project management AI is basically an integrated system that can do the administration of projects without65
needing the input. Through the artificial intelligence power, the tasks cannot be automated, but will infer66
different insights for making the recommendations to process, to make decisions related to project and to unveil67
the insights of team (Cappelli et al., 2018). For instance, there will be technology or there will be a particular68
technology in the future that will have the capability for matching the right kind of resource to the appropriate69
role. HR managers are making more investment in the technology for making improvement in the processes of70
hiring. Organisations that have used AI for the purpose of recruitment have seen increment in performance by71
around 20 percent (Chou et al., 2015). Improvement in revenues has been seen to get incremented by around 472
percent, and this rate of turnover has got decremented by around 35 percent (Cappelli et al., 2018). All of this73
automatically decreases the idle time of individuals. Now the project managers are not required to make more74
efforts. Through AI, now project managers can learn the cadence of output of team members and can even do75
the assignment of regular work dependent on the ability of individuals. It can also help in creating an ecosystem76
for the management of knowledge. When an employee leaves the organisation, the one takes discrete figure of77
nontransferable interpretation of role. According to Conforto et al. (2016), the AI for project management can78
be used for aggregating the workplace behavioral patterns and it also does the centralization of knowledge of79
worker for making improvement in the quality and consistency.80

5 a) Create an Ecosystem for Knowledge-Management81

The project management AI can also be used for aggregating different workplace behavioral patterns and it is82
used for centralizing the knowledge of worker to make improvement in quality and consistency (Cappelli et al.,83
2018). It also helps in making prevention from reinventing something, when some changes are seen. However,84
this function is still more theoretical, but it will become affordable and available to the businesses present at85
enterprise-level in the coming year.86

6 b) Foster a Safe Environment87

For projects that own different conditions of working, AI can do the detection of invisible warning signs that88
affect the likelihood of accident while doing projects. For instance, a construction project management Artificial89
Intelligence could see the performance of equipment, unsafe environment at work, can employee different facial90
expresseions for predicting performance, quality of air and can alert the parties for preventing some accidents91
(Costantino et al., 2015).92

7 c) Deliver Untiring Objectivity and Vigilance93

While project managers can cause more fatigue when identifying the deliverable for quality and accuracy, the94
systems of AI does not get tired and it does not make any excuses or compromises as it get burned out over95
the project. However, there is no such system that does the integration of all of such features. However, project96
managers will mainly encounter the job-altering AI advantages of project management (Charniak et al., 2014).97
There are not large numbers of tools of project management associated with Artificial intelligence; it is an industry98
that has been seen as slower to get into the umbrella of artificial intelligence and machine learning.99
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8 III.100

9 Methodology101

The research methods that have been used for conducting this study have been described here. The major102
rationale behind choosing the particular methods of research is given in this chapter. Along with it, this chapter103
also gives detailed description of methods of research that have been used therefore this research can be replicated104
in an effective manner.105

10 a) Research Methods106

There are two kinds of research methods. These two kinds of research methods are termed as qualitative107
research and quantitative research method. In quantitative method of research, numerical data is used for108
doing mathematical analysis. On the other hand, qualitative method of research includes expressions, words and109
opinions. The qualitative method of research has been used in the current research for analysing that how AI110
helps project managers. According to Mackey and Gass (2015), the qualitative research methods are used for111
doing exploratory research. The major reason behind making the use of qualitative method of research is that112
through using such method, the interpretation of motivations, opinions and reasons become possible. It assists113
in solving the problem and also assists to develop the hypotheses or ideas for quantitative study. It is seen more114
involved for detailed interpretation of issue of research with other significant trends in ideas and perspectives.115
The research has used this particular method, as it assisted in capturing expressive information like values,116
motivation, underlying conducts, feelings and beliefs that were not possible through using quantitative methods117
of research.118

11 b) Data Collection-Secondary119

The data that does not own any prior collection and is utilized for the first time is termed as the primary120
data. However, data that some other investigator or researcher has already collected is termed as secondary121
data. Secondary data collection method has been chosen for the current research. According to Silverman122
(2016), the most common data collection method is secondary method of data collection. It involves such data123
that is collected already through others. According to Silverman (2016), secondary data collection methods are124
used in order to do the research with lower costs. For this research primary data has not been used as it is very125
expensive as every team member or researcher is then required to start the research from the scratch, choosing the126
participants, doing search and getting materials (Ledford and Gast, 2018). Therefore, because of this, secondary127
data collection method has been used in order to analyse that how AI helps project managers.128

12 c) Sources of Secondary Data129

There are different resources present to access the data required for literature review. However, the current130
research is dependent over peer view journals and other books.131

13 i. Journal articles132

The collection of opinions, ideas and thoughts done by different authors in order to analyse the issues of research133
is termed as journal articles. Journal articles help in increasing knowledge related to the given topic.134

Journal articles also increase the knowledge related to different ideas of various authors (Ledford and Gast,135
2018). Therefore, for this research, journal articles have been used.136

ii. Books Through books, deep thinking and active reading is promoted. Books give more knowledge that137
assist individuals in doing analysis (Silverman¸2016). Therefore, for the given research, different books have been138
read and referred.139

iii. Research procedure According to Makar et al. (2015), this research initiates with the planning of review140
that has been done for collecting secondary data. In the planning stage, dependent on objective, the review141
protocol has been developed where decision is made that how data collection should be done. Different research142
papers have been used too.143

IV.144

14 Analysis145

15 Tools Provided by AI to Project Managers146

There are different tools that are provided by Artificial Intelligence, project managers can use these tools for147
getting more assistance.148

16 a) Chatbots149

The most prominent work that has been done in the field of artificial intelligence is Chatbots (Danysz et al., 2018).150
For instance, Redbooth and Cisco Spark made the team with Api.ai platform for creating a bot of messaging151
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24 FINDINGS ASSISTANCE TO PROJECT MANAGERS

that helped in asking team members different things like ’What is urgent?, ’Show that what the team is working152
on?’ and ’What is happening at this day?’.153

17 b) Strategies154

There is another tool that project managers can use for assistance like Strategies. Strategies gives a same function155
to development team of Agile software as integration of Slack. These similar types of Siri-like tools can become156
even more prevalent in the coming years.157

18 c) Zivebox158

There are some heavier software platforms for project management with the functionality of AI as the backend159
of systems. There is a digital workforce tool termed as ZiveBox, this tool owns more of the features related to160
project management, ZiveBox makes the use of AI for determining that in what time period the task will be161
completed. It also helps in analysing the productivity of every member of team and it helps in sorting through162
the communication databases at enterprise-level (Flick, 2015).163

19 d) Rescoper164

There is another tool named as Rescoper. The given platform assists in handling the tedious management parts165
so that the team stays more targeted over the outcomes. The given platform tells that what the AI-based software166
should do. The project management software changes the point of view of users so that it gets tailored for the167
particular settings of permissions (Kyriklidi and Dounias, 2016). It helps in scheduling the tasks dependent on168
duration of tasks and workload. It also gives alerts for if the system thinks that the project will run into some169
trouble or if it will be handled within the given budget.170

20 e) Clickup171

There is another tool ClickUp. This is basically a Project Management tool that has just come to the market.172
This tool is mainly one-of-type in the software industry and is mainly used in project management. In accordance173
with Glesne (2015), the algorithms used in ClickUp help in predicting the best member of team for some particular174
task and helps in assigning the tasks then. It helps in tagging users in comments dependent on the contexts that175
are more relevant. It also helps in visualizing updates and notifications. It also helps in predicting such deadlines176
that cannot be met. It also helps in making correct time estimates of specific tasks. As ClickUp has actually177
leaded the charge, now more of the software for project management is sure to get rise with robust functionality178
of AI.179

21 f) Polydone180

There is another tool Polydone, this tool is already seen as more effective. According to Ferreira et al. (2015),181
in the coming future, some extra machine learning and AI features will be added to this particular tool. The182
objective will be the automation of budget and time in an accurate manner.183

22 g) Clarizen184

AI owns the power for giving improved and new tools that can provide more advantages to the organisations in185
different manners and the project managers won’t even have to wait in such cases. Through different products186
such as cloud-based management software project of Clarizen, the processes of business can be automated. The187
tracking and sharing of the data can be done. Moreover, the information can be accessed for making different188
decisions in customized workflows and even in real workplace for suiting the requirements (Glukhov et al., 2015).189
When it comes to the concept of project management and AI, the only thing is ’gain’.190

23 V.191

24 Findings Assistance to Project Managers192

There are some of the AI applications that can help project managers in the coming future. The development193
in some of the competing constraints and usage of traditional constraints will make the analysis of tradeoff more194
complicated. The use of concepts of AI will make the project managers life way easier than ever before. It was195
used to be taken for granted that constraints and assumptions provided to the individuals at project’s onset196
remains more intact in the entire project life-cycle (K?osowski and Gola, 2016). Today, it is known that this is197
not true and the tracking of all constraints and assumptions can be done in the entire life-cycle. AI provides198
assistance in this particular area. Executives particularly don’t know that when the ones can intervene within a199
project. Today, most of the organizations make use of crises dashboards. Through looking at the crisis dashboards200
over the computers, the Executives can just see the projects that are facing different problems and that which201
of the metrics is not in the acceptable range and the ones can even identify the degree to which the project is202
critical. The practices of AI can tell about some immediate actions that the project managers should take and203
at what time (Kerzner, 2018). It results into decreasing the response time to some of the conditions that are204
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out-of-tolerance level. Management basically does not identify that how much more work can be done or should205
be in the queue to be done without making an overburden over labor force. The addition of projects is basically206
done within queue with less regard for the required technology, skill level of the required forces and availability207
of resources. Practices of AI could permit the development of projects’ portfolio that owns the best chance for208
increasing the value of business that an organization can get while identifying the effective practices for resource209
management. However, there are still some of the software algorithms for this; the optimization practices for210
project scheduling are still identified as the manual activity using error and trial strategies.211

According to Kerzner (2018), effective practices of AI can make the optimization of schedules even more212
effective through identifying all of the future and current projects going on in the organisation rather than just213
considering some particular projects. More often, more pressure is made over the project managers for making214
rapid decisions dependent on the intuition rather than through step-by-step deduction utilized by computer.215
Nothing is generally just false or true, as the assumptions should be made. Basically, with more availability216
of information, lesser number of assumptions is made. Through sufficient database related to the particular217
information, the tools of AI can perform problem solving and reasoning dependent on the partial or incomplete218
information. Through the use of AI, future can be seen and it can also give the options that can increase the219
decision’s value. When more information is given to tools of Artificial Intelligence, then the outcome value220
becomes greater (Makar et al., 2015). That is why, the initial point should be the consolidation of intellectual221
property of project management and the tools of AI should get the information access.222

25 VI. Advantages of the Tools Provided to Project Managers223

by AI a) Support224

The use of AI is made for the automation purposes by project managers for setting alerts and for managing the225
flow of work and to handle some repeatable procedures. The AI future includes the provision of support to the226
workforce through tacking some of the complicated approaches of workflows of project for spotting wasted time227
and for the evaluation of performance. According to Schwarz and Sánchez (2015), it also allows the quantification228
of results and it helps in doing analysis in an easier way. This information assists project managers in decision229
making processes that results into making more improvements in the future projects.230

26 b) Accuracy231

The entry of data is identified as notoriously patchy when it comes to the concept of project management. While232
some of the employees give minute details related to the time and tasks, others are identified as relatively less233
diligent. Artificial intelligence can be used in order to give more assistance dependent on the given data and it234
makes the users enough able to give more preside data (Ledford and Gast, 2018). This accuracy can assist the235
project managers to make avoidance from some of the costly setbacks.236

27 c) Insight and Strategy237

Computer technology has been seen more dependent over the automation and crunching and other repetitive238
tasks, but when referring to the idea of project management and artificial intelligence, individuals are seen balking239
to allow the machinery for taking over some of the complicated tasks. The project managers now get alerts when240
the due dates come closer, and it also permit the project managers to make up a team for the particular projects241
or to determine the tasks that can be assigned to the employees at daily basis (Vanhoucke et al., 2016). This is242
mainly identified as the course set for AI. These abilities of software and machine are seen to collate the data for243
the purpose of anticipation. There are different programs that are present in order to test different prototypes.244
Through the use of AI, the developers of software can run different tests over prototypes before the actual release245
of the prototypes. It can even help the project managers to decrease the total number of errors and to fines the246
experience of user prior to any launch.247

28 VII. Increased Productivity of Project Managers248

AI helps project managers to become more productive that what the ones actually are.249

29 a) Eliminate Information Bias250

Humans tend to be more emotional, and individuals let the personal biases and feelings to affect the decision251
even when the ones refer to numbers. Artificial Intelligence does own opinions. The results that are acquired by252
making the use of AI tend to be more accurate without human error or personal biasness.253

30 b) Use Emotional Intelligence254

Project managers often bogged down because of numbers and often ignore the management at human-side.255
Managers are required to manage and to leave the number-crunching for Artificial Intelligence, which can be256
sorted with the help of large amount of data. It helps in finding patterns better and faster as compared to257
humans. For instance, Watson of IBM can read around 22 million of text pages within 3 seconds (Wu et al.,258
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34 CONCLUSION

2014). Now the focus can be regained over the human approaches of PM, such as the identification of appropriate259
and right kind of staffers for particular project. It helps in identifying tasks for each and every project and helps to260
monitor the actual progress. The numbers affect such decisions. However, some of the subjective considerations261
such as interpersonal links among different members are team are identified as being more significant (Vanhoucke262
et al., 2016). A project can look good in terms of finance; however it tends to be disaster when it gets stacked263
with such individuals who cannot do working with one another in an effective way. The most important thing264
is the emotional intelligence. AI provides the freedom for redirecting the energy and time required for the given265
significant considerations.266

31 c) Be Creative267

It should be identified that how and where Artificial Intelligence can assist the business and where the one needs268
to get in as an innovative manager of project. Artificial Intelligence is greater at making prediction of future269
outcome and trends when there is more data to work with. However, such predictions do not prove to be helpful270
when it can be used a little. For instance, identification of monthly profitability can be more accurate (Willems271
and Vanhoucke, 2015). This is the point where the project managers get the opportunity. Project managers272
use the resources for planning the future, which may even include more creativity. Through AI, individuals get273
the assistance which the ones need without the expense to hire fulltime employee. This human-centric solutions274
result into underscoring the significant role of project managers.275

The personal computers’ ubiquity within the organisation has made the job of every individual easier and276
quicker. Instead of report writing over notepad and final copy typing over typewriter; now everything is done277
over Word or Google Drive (Walker, 2016). The similar is true for project management and AI. AI is such tool278
that helps in the management of project and helps in doing it more effectively and efficiently.279

32 VIII. Limitations and Future Resear280

The major limitation of this research is that it has not identified some of the risks that are associated with the281
research topic. It can be stated that AI provides more assistance to project manager, but on the same side, it also282
owns some major risks for project managers. Now-a-days the machines have transformed into more agile objects283
and are seen enough able to get adapted in the real time without even getting programmed particularly for some284
work (Wenger, 2014). According to Ziuziaoski et al. ( ??014), the machines have now been trained to deliver285
faster results, to do the analysis of larger sets of data and to provide accurate answers when compared with286
human beings. The outcome is that the good paying jobs of project management are getting replaced with the287
machines. Project managers most often do report that failures are seen within the projects because of breakdown288
of communication, therefore there seems the need to have some systems that can communicate with one another289
in an effective way through the use of AI. This can then be communicated further to the users [16]. Despite of290
large number of benefits, there also exists fear related to the use of AI within the organisation. The associated291
risks of use of AI for project managers have been discussed in this research. In the future research, the risks292
associated with the use of AI for project managers will be discussed in detail.293

33 IX.294

34 Conclusion295

In the end, it can be concluded that now this is the era of technological advancements. More of the technological296
advancements have been made within every field that has changed the lives of individuals. Now-a-days, the big297
data and data science are very common terms. Both of these involve the use of AI, so basically AI provides the298
backend. Artificial intelligence is basically a device that helps to make some perception related to the environment299
and it assists in taking such actions that can lead to the attainment of actual goals. The artificial intelligence300
is now used within various fields. Its applications are not confined to only one particular field. However, within301
the field of project management, there is broader use of AI. The Project management AI is basically a system302
that helps in doing the administration of different projects. It helps to handle various projects and through using303
the available resources. Project management AI helps in fostering a safer environment. Along with it, the use304
of project management AI is done for developing an eco-system that basically helps in doing the management305
of knowledge. AI provides greater assistance to project managers in different ways. It helps in doing different306
tasks using different tools. There are different tools available for the project managers like Chatbots, Strategjos,307
ZiveBox, Rescoper, ClickUp, Clarizen and Polydone. Chatbots help in identifying urgent tasks and the tasks308
that needs to be done currently and such other things. Straegios helps in developing agile models. Zivebox helps309
in identifying that in what particular time period, the task will get completed. The tool Rescoper helps the310
project managers to handle the tedious management parts. It also gives system alerts to the project managers311
and identify for if the project will be done within the given deadline or not. Clickup tool helps in predicting the312
total number of team members appropriate for the given project. Polyden tool helps in managing the time and313
budget of projects. The tool Clarizen allows easier sharing and tracking of data. The project managers have got314
more support, accuracy, insight and strategy by making the use of AI for projects. Moreover, it has also increased315
the productivity of project managers at individual levels. As the AI tools have assisted the project managers to316
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become more emotionally intelligence, creative and to eliminate information bias. However, there are also some317
of the risks associated with it, as because of the incremented use of AI within the field of project management,318
there will be a time where there will be no need of project managers and machines will replace it. In the future319
research, these risks will be analysed. 1320
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